Hello {First Name},
I understand you are likely pressed for time and like me, probably hate unsolicited emails trying to sell
me something. However, if you are at all interested in a bona-fide breakthrough that delivers
legitimate, long-term weight loss, please keep reading. If not, I thank you for your time.
By breakthrough, here is what I mean: The reason no diet or exercise plan ever works is actually our
own bodies. Specifically, our metabolic hormones get out of balance and that causes:
•
•
•
•

Increased Cravings
Needing to Eat More to Feel Satiated
Lower Energy Levels
Slower Metabolism

In other words, we pack on the pounds. Then, we start a diet rollercoaster that always seems to end up
in the same place: Our results plateau and we gain the weight back and likely more. And the old adage
that losing weight is as simple as eating less and exercising more is wrong. Honestly, you’ve likely
already tried this and it didn’t work, right? It’s because of your metabolic hormones.
Even if you completely cut calories by ½, you would lose weight for a few weeks before your body
established a new homeostasis which means: Your metabolism rate will slow down as the body goes
into survival mode and the weight loss will plateau. Plus, your cravings will intensify and you’ll be
constantly unhappy with lower intake to the point that failure is inevitable.
So, your metabolic hormones are the problem. Tetrogen is the solution that finally fixes the underlying
problem but let me explain.
Tetrogen is a Day and Night Fat Burner that is specifically formulated with 4 active ingredients that
rebalance your metabolic hormones. But, it does NOT work like a normal weight loss supplement
(which is typically formulated with harmful stimulants like ephedrine or even large amounts of caffeine).
So unlike a normal weight loss supplement that produces immediate results that plateau after 2-3
weeks. Tetrogen typically takes about 2-3 weeks for results to appear. That is because it takes time to
rebalance your metabolic hormones. Once they are rebalanced, you’ll know it because:
1) Your cravings disappear
2) You need to eat less to feel satiated
3) Your energy levels increase
Also, your metabolism increases. So, you naturally consume less calories while burning more calories
because your metabolic hormones are finally balanced. That means your metabolism won’t slow down
and you won’t plateau—in fact, fat burning accelerates. Now, depending on your previous diet and
other factors, it may take 4-6 weeks to fully rebalance your metabolic hormones.
But here’s the great part and why Tetrogen not only works, it helps you finally transition to a healthier
diet—but you can still eat the foods you love 20% of the time. In other words, you eat healthy 80% of
the time but you can cheat or eat the foods you love 20% of the time and still maintain long-term
consistent weight loss. No starving. No denying yourself all the foods you love. But you do have to
transition to a healthier diet. Now if you already are doing that but not losing weight—then it’s your
metabolic hormones and Tetrogen will fix that.

So if you are serious about losing the weight and keeping it off while finally transitioning to a healthier
diet (without giving up everything!), Tetrogen is the answer. It comes with a 60-day money back
guarantee and I am pleased to announce: They are raising that to 90 days because this product actually
works. Think about it: You can’t find any other weight loss product with even a 60-day guarantee—let
alone 90 days.
Ready to learn more? Then Click Here Now (Jon: Insert your CTA button here and link to affiliate url we
provided)

Thank you so much for your time and here’s to a healthier, thinner and happier you!
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